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We consider the problem of decision-theoretic estimation of the ratio of generalized
variances of two matrix normal distributions with unknown means under a general loss
function. The inadmissibility of the best affine equivariant estimator is established
by exhibiting various improved estimators. In particular, under certain conditions
on the loss, two classes of improved procedures based on all the available data are
presented. As a preliminary result of independent interest, an improved estimator of
an arbitrary power of the generalized variance of a matrix normal distribution with
an unknown mean is derived under a general strictly bowl-shaped loss.  1999
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1. INTRODUCTION
The problem of estimating |7|, the generalized variance of the covariance
matrix 7 of a p-variate random vector, has received much attention in the
literature. Examination of the efficiency of multivariate estimators is often
done through their generalized variances. Specifically, if T1 and T2 are
(asymptotically) unbiased estimators of a multivariate parameter with
(asymptotic) positive definite covariance matrices 71 and 72 respectively,
then \=|72 ||71 | serves as a measure of the (asymptotic) efficiency of T1
relative to T2 , cf. Holgate (1964), Papageorgiou et al. (1983), Zacks (1985),
and Tripathi et al. (1994). Recently, SenGupta (1987) introduced the concept
of standardized generalized variance, which is defined to be |7|1p, as a
means of comparing variability over populations of different dimensions.
Thus, if two populations of dimensions p1 and p2 have covariance matrices
71 and 72 , then ?=|72 |1p2|71 |1p1 is a measure of the variability of popu-
lation one relative to that of population two. We will address the problem
of estimation of \ in this paper.
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Let X, Y, S1 , S2 be independent random variables where X( p1 _m1)
and Y( p2_m2) have matrix normal distributions N(!1 , 71 I1) and
N(!2 , 72 I2), S1( p1_p1) and S2( p2 _p2) have Wishart distributions
Wp1(n1 , 71) and Wp2(n2 , 72), n1p1 , n2p2 , I1 , and I2 are the unit
matrices of order m1 and m2 respectively, and the mean matrices !1 and !2
are unknown. Assuming that 71 and 72 are positive definite we consider
the problem of estimation of the ratio of generalized variances \=|72 |
|71 |, for possibly different p1 and p2 . The loss incurred by using an
estimator $=$(X, Y, S1 , S2) is taken to be of the form L($\) for some
nonnegative function L(t) and the performance of $ is evaluated by its risk
function R(|, $)=E| L($\) for |=(!1 , !2 , 71 , 72).
The problem is invariant under the affine group of transformations
(X, Y, S1 , S2)  (A1 X+B1 , A2 Y+B2 , A1S1 A$1 , A2 S2A$2) for A1( p1_p1)
and A2( p2_p2) nonsingular matrices, B1( p1_m1) and B2( p2_m2) arbitrary
matrices, and the equivariant estimators have the form $=c |S2 ||S1 |,
c>0. The risk of such estimators does not depend on the parameter values
and in typical cases is minimized as a function of c at a unique c=c0>0.
We thus obtain
$0=c0
|S2 |
|S1 |
(1.1)
as the best affine equivariant estimator of \.
In the univariate case, i.e., when p1= p2=1, the inadmissibility of $0 has
been established and various improved estimators have been obtained by
using only X or only Y in addition to S1 and S2 (Gelfand and Dey, 1988;
Kubokawa, 1994; Madi, 1995; and Ghosh and Kundu, 1996) or using both
X and Y (as well as S1 and S2) (Kubokawa, 1994). The latter procedures
have been called by Kubokawa (1994) double shrinkage improved (dsi)
estimators, so we shall call the former single shrinkage improved (ssi)
estimators. The ssi estimators are of the type of Stein (1964), Brown (1968),
or Brewster and Zidek (1974). We note that Kubokawa (1994) presented
his results in the context of estimating the ratio of arbitrary scale param-
eters and also showed that a ssi estimator is further dominated by a suitable
dsi estimator.
The main purpose of this paper is to treat the general (multivariate)
case, i.e., p11 and p21. First, in Section 2, as a preliminary result,
which is also of independent interest, an estimator dominating the best
affine equivariant estimator of |71 |:, :{0, is derived under a (general)
strictly bowl-shaped loss. This is a unification and extension of results in
Shorrock and Zidek (1976), Sinha (1976), Sinha and Ghosh (1987), Pal
(1988), Kubokawa and Konno (1990), and Gupta and Ofori-Nyarko (1995).
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In Section 3, it is first shown that $0 is dominated by Stein-type ssi
estimators. In these results, the major assumption for the loss is also that
it is strictly bowl-shaped, and the basic tools for the derivations are
monotone likelihood ratio (mlr) properties for certain conditional distribu-
tions involving generalized variances; see Lemmas 3.1 and 3.3.
Also in Section 3, two classes of dsi estimators for |72 ||71 | are obtained.
The first one is a multivariate extension of Kubokawa’s (1994) class and
for this we assume that L(t) is convex (as he did). The second one is a new
class of intuitively appealing estimators motivated by a query in Gelfand
and Dey (1988). For this, however, we assume that tL$(t) is increasing. In
effect, each member of the new class is the product of an improved estimator
for |72 | and an improved estimator for |71 |&1; see Theorem 3.5(ii). For
both classes it is shown that each dsi estimator dominates respective ssi
estimators (and hence $0).
Our approach for proving the superiority of the dsi estimators is influenced
by but is somewhat different from Kubokawa’s (1994) in that we exploit
directly the properties of the loss rather than expressing the risk difference
as a definite integral; see Theorem 3.5. The approach is not confined to a
normal distribution but is also applicable to the general context of Kubokawa
(1994).
In the special case m1=m2=1 (but general p1 and p2), which corre-
sponds to observing independent samples from two multivariate normal
populations, smooth Brewster and Zidek-type ssi and dsi estimators are
also presented.
Finally, the more general case of estimating |72 |:2 |71 |:1, :1 {0, :2 {0
(which in particular covers estimation of ?), is briefly discussed. The
Appendix contains some technical results.
2. ESTIMATION OF POWERS OF THE GENERALIZED VARIANCE
In this section we consider the problem of estimating an arbitrary power
of the generalized variance, |7|:, :{0, based on independent random
variables X( p_m)tN(!, 7I ) and S( p_p)tWp(n, 7), np, where the
mean matrix ! is unknown and 7 is positive definite. This is the canonical
form of the multivariate linear model. In the univariate case, a very nice
review of this problem as well as of the companion problem of interval
estimation is given in Maata and Casella (1990). See also Rukhin (1987)
and Rukhin and Ananda (1990) for the relative risk improvement of
various estimators of a normal variance.
Several studies have established the inadmissibility of the best affine
equivariant estimator of |7|: for specific losses by exhibiting improved
estimators, see Section 1, Sugiura and Konno (1987), Sugiura (1988, 1989),
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and Kubokawa and Konno (1990). These estimators are Stein-type (1964)
or Strawderman-type (1974). Here we provide a Stein-type (improved)
estimator for a general loss of the form L($|7|:).
For the function L(t) we require the assumptions of Brewster and Zidek
(1974). Thus, L(t) is nonnegative on (0, ), absolutely continuous and
strictly bowl-shaped with minimum at t=1, i.e., strictly decreasing for t<1
and strictly increasing for t>1. As a consequence L(t) is differentiable
almost everywhere, and whenever necessary we also assume that integrals
involving L(t) are finite and interchange of integral and derivative is
permissible. The best affine equivariant estimator of |7|: is
$0, :=c0, : |S|:,
where c=c0, : is the unique solution to the equation
E7=I[L$(c |S| :) |S| :]=0.
From Brewster and Zidek (1974), it can be seen that such a c0, : uniquely
exists under the condition:
g(c1x)
g(c2 x)
is strictly increasing in x>0 for 0<c1<c2 , (2.1)
where g(x) is the density of |S||7|t> pi=1 /2n&i+1 and /2n&i+1 , i=1, ..., p,
are independent chi-squared random variables. The validity of (2.1) is
shown in Eaton (1968) and Sarkar (1991). Alternatively, one can use
Lemma 4.4(i) of the Appendix.
For improving on $0, : we consider estimators of the form
$=,(W ) |S|:,
where W=|S+XX$||S| and , is a positive function. Note that W is the
Wilks statistic for testing the hypothesis !=0. For the evaluation of the
risk of $, we may assume without loss of generality that 7=I. First, we
need some distributional results about generalized variances.
Suppose that 0=!!$ is of rank s (min( p, m)) and K=(K1 , ..., Ks) is
a random partition ranging over ordered partitions (}1 , ..., }s) of non-
negative integer k=&}&= }i with }1 } } } }s0 having probability
mass
?(}, 0)=etr(&02)
C}(02)
k!
.
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Here C}(Z) denotes the normalized zonal polynomial of the nonnegative
definite matrix Z of rank s corresponding to the partition }=(}1 , ..., }s) so
that for k=0, 1, 2, ...,
(tr Z)k= :
[}; &}&=k]
C}(Z).
We refer to James (1964) and Muirhead (1982) for more on zonal polyno-
mials. Then, from Shorrock and Zidek (1976), and Sarkar (1991), condi-
tionally on K=}=(}1 , ..., }s), |S+XX$| and W are independent and
|S+XX$| | K=}t ‘
p
i=1
/2n+m+2}i&i+1 , (2.2)
where }s+1= } } } =}p=0. We denote by h( } | }) the density of this condi-
tional distribution, and by f ( } | r, }) the density of the conditional distribu-
tion of |S| given that W=r and K=}.
The following lemma is important for our purposes.
Lemma 2.1. (i) Conditionally on W=r and K=}=(}1 , ..., }s),
|S|t
1
r
‘
p
i=1
/2n+m+2}i&i+1 . (2.3)
(ii) The family [ f (xc | r, }): c>0] has mlr property, i.e., f (c1x | r, })
f (c2x | r, }) is strictly increasing in x>0 for 0<c1<c2 .
(iii) f (x | r, }) f (x | r, 0

) is increasing in x>0.
Proof. (i) Write |S|=( |S||S+XX$| ) |S+XX$| and use (2.2).
(ii) It follows immediately from (2.3) and Lemma 4.4(i).
(iii) Because of (2.2) and (2.3), it suffices to show that h(x | })h(x | 0

)
is increasing in x>0. This result is contained in the proof of Lemma 2.2
in Sarkar (1991).
Theorem 2.2. below establishes the inadmissibility of $0, : by deriving a
Stein-type improved estimator. The theorem is a multivariate extension of
Corollary 2.1.1 in Brewster and Zidek (1974) which gives the result for
p=1 (and :=1).
Theorem 2.2. Let b0, : be the unique solution to the equation
E!=0, 7=I[L$(b0, : |S+XX$|:) |S+XX$| :]=0.
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Then the estimator
$S, :={min[c0, : |S|
:, b0, : |S+XX$|:],
max[c0, : |S|:, b0, : |S+XX$| :],
:>0
:<0
(2.4)
has strictly smaller risk than $0, :=c0, : |S|:.
Proof. The method of proof is based on Stein (1964) and Brewster and
Zidek (1974). We only consider the case :>0. By Lemma 2.1(ii), the func-
tion c  E[L(c |S|:) | W=r, K=}] is strictly bowl-shaped and minimized
at a unique c=,}(r) satisfying E[L$(,}(r) |S|:) |S| : | W=r, K=}]=0.
Furthermore, we observe that ,}(r),0(r) since by Lemma 2.1(iii),
f (x | r, }) f (x | r, 0

) is increasing in x>0. Now, ,0(r) satisfies
0=|

0
L$(,0(r) x:) x:f (x | r, 0

) dx
=|

0
L$(,0(r) x:) x:h(rx | 0

) dx
=|

0
L$(,0(r) r&:x:) x:h(x | 0

) dx,
where the second equality holds because of (2.2) and (2.3). But h(x | 0

) is
the density of > pi=1 /
2
n+m&i+1 , i.e., the density of |S+XX$| when !=0
(and 7=I ), and therefore b0, :=,0(r) r&:. Next, by Lemma 4.4(iii),
h(x | 0

)g(x) is strictly increasing in x, which in turn implies that b0, :<c0, : .
Hence, letting ,S, :(r)=min[c0, : , ,0(r)]=min[c0, : , b0, : r:], we conclude
that ,S, :(W) |S|:, i.e., $S, : in (2.4) has strictly smaller risk than $0, : .
Example 2.3. Suppose that L(t)=(log t)2, a symmetric strictly bowl-
shaped loss proposed by Brown (1968) and also studied by Ling (1995)
and Pal and Ling (1996) in the univariate normal case. Improved estima-
tion of |7| has not been considered under this loss. In this case, $0, 1=
c0, 1 |S|, where c0, 1=exp(& pi=1 E log /
2
n&i+1) and using Theorem 2.2 we
get
$S, 1=min { |S| exp \& :
p
i=1
E log /2n&i+1+ ,
|S+XX$| exp \& :
p
i=1
E log /2n+m&i+1+=
as an improved estimator of |7|.
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In closing this section we mention that for m=1 a (smooth) Brewster
and Zidek-type estimator of |7|: under a general loss L($|7|:) is given in
Iliopoulos and Kourouklis (1995).
3. ESTIMATION OF THE RATIO OF GENERALIZED VARIANCES
Let X, Y, S1 , S2 be as in the introduction. In this section we consider
improving on the best affine equivariant estimator $0 in (1.1) relative to the
loss L($\). We are going to study ssi estimators of the form $,=,(W1)
|S2 ||S1 | and $=(Z2) |S2 ||S1 | as well as dsi estimators of the form
$h=h(W1 , Z2) |S2 ||S1 | , where W1=|S1+XX$||S1 |, Z2=|S2+YY$|
|S2 | , and ,, , h are positive functions. For the risk evaluation of these
estimators we may assume that 71=I1 and 72=I2 . Moreover, the
problem of estimating |72 |:2 |71 | :1, :1 {0, :2 {0 is outlined.
3.1. Single Shrinkage Improved Estimators
Here we assume that L(t) satisfies the conditions in Section 2. Then,
from Brewster and Zidek (1974) and Lemma 4.4(ii), it can be seen that c0
in (1.1) uniquely exists as the solution to the equation
E {L$ \c0 |S2 ||S1 |+
|S2 |
|S1 |==0.
Furthermore, corresponding to the matrix !i!$i of rank s i (min( pi , mi)),
we define the random partition Ki in an analogous way as K given earlier,
i=1, 2. We denote by f21 | W ( } | r1 , l1) the density of the conditional
distribution of |S2 ||S1 | given that W1=r1 and K1=l1 .
Lemma 3.1. (i) Conditionally on W1=r1 and K1=l1=(}1 , ..., }s1),
|S2 |
|S1 |
t
U
V
, (3.1)
where U, V are independent, Ut> p2i=1 /
2
n2&i+1
, Vt(1r1) > p1i=1 /
2
n1+m1+2}i&i+1
,
and }s1+1= } } } =}p1=0.
(ii) The family [ f21 | W (xc | r1 , l1): c>0] has mlr property i.e.,
f21 | W (c1x | r1 , l1) f21 | W (c2x | r1 , l1) is strictly increasing in x>0 for
0<c1<c2 .
(iii) f21 | W (x | r1 , l1) f21 | W (x | r1 , 0

) is decreasing in x>0.
Proof. (i) Immediate using Lemma 2.1(i) with S=S1 , W=W1 , K=K1 ,
and r=r1 .
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(ii) Use (3.1) and apply Lemma 4.4(ii) to the ratio UV*, where
V*t> p1i=1 /
2
n1+m1+2}i&i+1
.
(iii) Let fV&1 ( } | r1 , l1) be the density of V&1, where V is as in (3.1).
Then, using Lemma 2.1(iii) we have that fV&1 (x | r1 , l1) fV&1 (x | r1 , 0

) is
strictly decreasing in x>0 unless l1=0

. Apply now Lemma 4.2 to the
product UV &1 in (3.1).
The next theorem provides a Stein-type ssi estimator for \ of the form
$,=,(W1) |S2 ||S1 |.
Theorem 3.2. Let a0 be the unique solution to the equation
E {L$ \a0 |S2 ||S1+XX$|+
|S2 |
|S1+XX$|==0,
where the expectation is evaluated under !1=0 (and 71=I1 , 72=I2). Then
the estimator
$,=max {c0 |S2 ||S1 | , a0
|S2 |
|S1+XX$|= (3.2)
has strictly smaller risk than $0=c0 |S2 ||S1 | .
Proof. The argument is along the lines of that in the proof of Theorem 2.2.
By Lemma 3.1(ii), the function c  E[L(c |S2 ||S1 | ) | W1=r1 , K1=l1] is
strictly bowl-shaped and minimized at a unique c=,l1(r1) satisfying
E {L$ \,l1(r1) |S2 ||S1 |+
|S2 |
|S1 |
| W1=r1 , K1=l1==0.
Using Lemma 3.1(iii) it can further be shown that ,l1(r1),0(r1). With U,
V as in (3.1) the density of V when l1=(0, ..., 0), fV ( } | r1 , 0

), is given by
fV (v | r1 , 0

)=r1 h1(r1v), where h1( } ) is the density of > p1i=1 /
2
n1+m1&i+1
, and
therefore
f21 | W (x | r1 , 0

)=|

0
fU (u) fV \ux } r1 , 0 +
u
x2
du
=|

0
fU (u) r1h1 \r1 ux+
u
x2
du
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( fU ( } ) is the density of U ). Now, ,0(r1) satisfies
0=|

0
L$(,0(r1) x) xf21 | W (x | r1 , 0

) dx
=|

u=0
|

x=0
L$(,0(r1) x) fU (u) h1 \r1 ux+
u
x
dx du
=|

u=0
|

x=0
L$(,0(r1) r1x) fU (u) h1 \ux+
u
x
dx du
=|

0
L$(,0(r1) r1 x) xh21(x) dx,
where h21(x)=0 fU (u) h1(ux)(ux
2) du which is just the density of |S2 |
|S1+XX$| when !1=0 (and 71=I1 , 72=I2). It follows that a0=,0(r1) r1 .
We proceed by proving that a0>c0 . To this end, it suffices to show that
h21(x)g21(x) is strictly decreasing in x>0, (3.3)
where g21(x) is the density of |S2 ||S1 |. The validity of (3.3) can be established
via Lemmas 4.2, 4.4(i), and 4.4(iii). Hence, letting ,(r1)=max[c0 , ,0(r1)]
=max[c0 , a0 r1], we have that ,(W1) |S2 ||S1 | , i.e., $, in (3.2) has strictly
smaller risk than $0 .
The estimator $, in (3.2) takes advantage of information about 71 con-
tained in X. In a similar way we can improve on $0 by taking advantage
of information about 72 contained in Y. We denote by f21 | Z( } | r2 , l2) the
density of the conditional distribution of |S2 ||S1 | given that Z2=r2 and
K2=l2 . The proof of the following lemma is similar to that of Lemma 3.1
and therefore omitted.
Lemma 3.3. (i) Conditionally on Z2=r2 and K2=l2=(}1 , ..., }s2),
|S2 |
|S1 |
t
U
V
,
where U, V are independent, Ut(1r2) > p2i=1 /2n2+m2+2}i&i+1, Vt>
p1
i=1 /
2
n1&i+1
,
and }s2+1= } } } =}p2=0.
(ii) The family [ f21 | Z(xc | r2 , l2): c>0] has mlr property, i.e.,
f21 | Z(c1 x | r2 , l2)f21 | Z(c2x | r2 , l2) is strictly increasing in x>0 for 0<
c1<c2 .
(iii) f21 | Z (x | r2 , l2) f21 | Z (x | r2 , 0

) is increasing in x>0.
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Based on Lemma 3.3 we can prove the next theorem which provides a
Stein-type ssi estimator for \ of the form $=(Z2) |S2 ||S1 | .
Theorem 3.4. Let b0 be the unique solution to the equation
E {L$ \b0 |S2+YY$||S1 | +
|S2+YY$|
|S1 | ==0,
where the expectation is evaluated under !2=0 (and 71=I1 , 72=I2). Then
the estimator
$=min {c0 |S2 ||S1 | , b0
|S2+YY$|
|S1 | = (3.4)
has strictly smaller risk than $0=c0( |S2 ||S1 | ).
By restricting attention to certain commonly used loss functions (e.g.,
squared error loss and entropy loss) it can be shown that deriving a ssi
estimator for |72 ||71 | is equivalent to deriving an improved estimator for
|72 | or an improved estimator for |71 |&1. As a result, smooth ssi estimators
dominating $0 in (1.1) which (obviously) are not covered by Theorems 3.2
or 3.4 can be constructed under these losses. We refer to Iliopoulos and
Kourouklis (1995) for details.
3.2. Double Shrinkage Improved Estimators
We now construct estimators which further improve on ssi procedures
like $, and $ in (3.2) and (3.4). These estimators utilize both X and Y, so
in Kubokawa’s (1994) terminology they are double shrinkage improved
estimators. In Theorem 3.5 below we present two such classes of dsi
estimators. The first one is a multivariate extension of Kubokawa’s (1994)
class, whereas the second one is a new class (even for the univariate case).
Theorem 3.5. Suppose that $,=,(W1) |S2 ||S1 | and $=(Z2) |S2 |
|S1 | dominate $0=c0 |S2 ||S1 | under the loss L($\), where ,(w1), (z2)
and L(t) are almost everywhere differentiable, limw1   ,(w1)=limz2  
(z2)=c0 , ,(w1) is nonincreasing, and (z2) is nondecreasing. We then have
the following.
(i) If L$(t) is nondecreasing, the estimator
$,+&c0=[,(W1)+(Z2)&c0]
|S2 |
|S1 |
(3.5)
dominates both $, and $ .
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(ii) If tL$(t) is nondecreasing, the estimator
$,c0=
,(W1) (Z2)
c0
|S2 |
|S1 |
(3.6)
dominates both $, and $ .
Proof. (i) Let U=|S2 ||S1 | and observe that
lim
w1  
[L((,+&c0) U )&L(,U )]=L(U )&L(c0U ).
The partial derivative of L((,+&c0) U)&L(,U ) with respect to w1 is
,$U[L$((,+&c0) U )&L$(,U )]
which is nonnegative because ,$0, c0 , and L$(t) is nondecreasing.
Hence, L((,+&c0) U)&L(,U ) is a nondecreasing function of w1 and
therefore
L((,+&c0) U )&L(,U )L(U )&L(c0U ). (3.7)
Taking expectations and using the fact that $ dominates $0 we get that
$,+&c0 dominates $, . The proof for $ is similar.
(ii) Observe now that
lim
w1   {L \
,
c0
U+&L(,U )==L(U )&L(c0U ).
The partial derivative of L((,c0) U )&L(,U ) with respect to w1 is
,$U {L$ \,c0 U+&L$(,U)= ,
which is nonnegative because ,$0, c0 , and tL$(t) is nondecreasing.
Hence, L((,c0) U )&L(,U ) is a nondecreasing function of w1 and
therefore
L \,c0 U+&L(,U)L(U )&L(c0U ). (3.8)
Taking expectations and using the fact that $ dominates $0 we get that
$,c0 dominates $, . The proof for $ is similar.
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3.3. The Case m1=m2=1
We now consider the special case that m1=m2=1 (but general p1 and
p2). Then we can also obtain smooth Brewster and Zidek-type ssi and dsi
estimators. Assume first that L(t) satisfies the conditions in Section 2 and
note that W1 and Z2 reduce respectively to W1=1+X$S &11 X and Z2=1
+Y$S &12 Y. By conditioning on the events X$S
&1
1 Xr or Y$S
&1
2 Yr and
using arguments from Shorrock and Zidek (1976) as well as Lemmas 4.2,
4.3, and 4.4(i), we can see that the Brewster and Zidek (1974) technique is
applicable for improving on \. Thus, we obtain the following result, which
for p1= p2=1 is also given in Kubokawa (1994), Madi (1995), and Ghosh
and Kundu (1996) (for squared error loss).
Theorem 3.6. Let ,*=,*(r) and *=*(r) be the (unique) solutions
to the equations
E!1=0, 7i=Ii {L$ \,* |S2 ||S1 |+
|S2 |
|S1 | }X$S &11 Xr==0
and
E!2=0, 7i=Ii {L$ \* |S2 ||S1 |+
|S2 |
|S1 | }Y$S &12 Yr==0.
Then the estimators $,*=,*(X$S &11 X ) |S2 ||S1 | and $*=*(Y$S
&1
2 Y )
|S2 ||S1 | dominate $0=c0 |S2 ||S1 |.
Combining the above theorem with Theorem 3.5, smooth dsi estimators
can be derived.
Example 3.7. Let L(t)=(t&1)2 and denote by fm(v) and Fm(v) the
density and distribution function, respectively, of a /2m random variable.
Then we get
,*(r)=
E!1=0, 7i=Ii[ |S2 ||S1 | | X$S
&1
1 Xr]
E!1=0, 7i=Ii[ |S2 |
2|S1 | 2 | X$S &11 Xr]
=
(n1&4)! (n2& p2+2)!
(n1& p1&3)! (n2+2)!
0 vfn1& p1+1(v) Fp1(rv) dv
0 v
2fn1& p1+1(v) Fp1(rv) dv
,
*(r)=
E!2=0, 7i=Ii[ |S2 ||S1 | | Y$S
&1
2 Yr]
E!2=0, 7i=Ii[ |S2 |
2|S1 | 2 | Y$S &12 Yr]
=
(n1&4)! (n2& p2+3)!
(n1& p1&4)! (n2+2)!
0 vfn2& p2+1(v) Fp2(rv) dv
0 v
2fn2& p2+1(v) Fp2(rv) dv
,
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so that $,* and $* dominate $0 . Furthermore, by Theorem 3.5(i), $,* and
$* are dominated by $,*+*&c0 .
Example 3.8. Suppose we observe independent random variables Xt
N(!1 , _21), S1 t_21 /2n1 , YtN(!2 , _
2
2), S2 t_22 /2n2 and are interested in
estimating \=_22_
2
1 under the loss L(t)=t&log t&1. Let W1*=X
2S1 ,
Z2*=Y2S2 , and set
,*(w1)=
1
E!1=0, _i2=1 (S2 S1 | W1*w1)
,
*(z2)=
1
E!2=0, _i2=1 (S2 S1 | Z2*z2)
.
Then from Theorem 3.6 we get the improved estimators $1=,*(W1) S2 S1
and $2=*(Z2) S2 S1 . Applying now Theorem 3.5(ii) we see that $1 and
$2 are further dominated by
$12=
S2 S1
E!i=0, _ i2=1(S2S1 | W1*w1 , Z2*z2)
.
3.4. Estimation of \1=|72 |:2|71 |:1
For the sake of simplicity we consider only the case :1>0 and :2>0.
Then the best affine equivariant estimator of \1 with respect to the loss
L($\1) is $0, :1 , :2=c0, :1 , :2 |S2 |
:2 |S1 | :1, where c0, :1 , :2 is the solution to the
equation
E {L$ \c0, :1 , :2 |S2 |
:2
|S1 |:1+
|S2 |:2
|S1 | :1==0.
By using arguments analogous to those in Theorems 3.2 and 3.4 it is easy
to show that $0, :1 , :2 is dominated by the ssi estimators
$1, :1 , :2=max {c0, :1 , :2 |S2 |
:2
|S1 |:1
, c1, :1 , :2
|S2 | :2
|S1+XX$|:1=
and
$2, :1 , :2=min {c0, :1 , :2 |S2 |
:2
|S1 |:1
, c2, :1 , :2
|S2+YY$|:2
|S1 |:1 = ,
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where c1, :1 , :2 and c2, :1 , :2 are, respectively, the solutions to the equations
E {L$ \c1, :1 , :2 |S2 |
:2
|S1+XX$|:1+
|S2 | :2
|S1+XX$|:1==0,
E {L$ \c2, :1 , :2 |S2+YY$|
:2
|S1 |:1 +
|S2+YY$|:2
|S1 | :1 ==0,
and the expectations are evaluated under !1=0, !2=0, 71=I1 , and
72=I2 . An analogue of Theorem 3.5 also holds and thus dsi estimators for
\1 can be obtained.
4. APPENDIX
Lemma 4.1. Suppose that b1(x) and b2(x) are densities supported on the
same subset of the real line and b2(x)b1(x) is strictly increasing. If X is a
random variable with density b1(x) or b2(x) and h(x) is strictly increasing,
then Eb2 h(X )>Eb1 h(X ) ( provided expectations exist).
Proof. It is given in Lehmann (1959, p. 74).
The following lemmas can be proved using arguments of total positivity
(Karlin, 1968, composition theorem) or variation diminishing transforma-
tions (Brown et al., 1981). Instead, we provide simple and direct proofs.
Lemma 4.2. Let Xi and Y be independent random variables, where Xi has
density fi , i=1, 2, Y has density g, and all densities are supported on (0, ).
Furthermore, suppose that f2(x)f1(x) is strictly monotone, and g(c1x)
g(c2x) is strictly increasing for 0<c1<c2 . If si is the density of U i=XiY,
i=1, 2, then s2(x)s1(x) is strictly monotone with the same kind of
monotonicity as f2(x) f1(x).
Proof. Since si (x)=0 v
&1g(xv&1) f i (v) dv, i=1, 2, we have
s2(x)
s1(x)
=|

0
f2(v)
f1(v)
v&1g(xv&1) f1(v)
0 v
&1g(xv&1) f1(v) dv
dv=|

0
f2(v)
f1(v)
b(v; x) dv,
where
b(v; x)=
v&1g(xv&1) f1(v)
0 v
&1g(xv&1) f1(v) dv
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is a density on (0, ) and b(v; x2)b(v; x1) is strictly increasing in v for
0<x1<x2 . Hence, s2(x)s1(x)=Ex( f2(V) f1(V )), where Vtb( } ; x). The
result now follows using Lemma 4.1.
Lemma 4.3. Let Yi , i=1, ..., p, be independent random variables with
densities gi , respectively, supported on (0, ). Suppose that gi (c1x)g i (c2x)
is strictly increasing for 0<c1<c2 , i=1, ..., p, and denote by g the density
of U=> pi=1 Yi . Then g(c1x)g(c2 x) is also strictly increasing for 0<
c1<c2 .
Proof. Consider first the case p=2 and let 0<c1<c2 . Then, if suffices
to show that s2(x)s1(x) is strictly decreasing, where si (x)=ci g(ci x) is the
density of Uci=(Y1 c i) Y2 , i=1, 2. Denoting by fi ( } ) the density of Y1 c i ,
we have f2(x) f1(x)=c2 g1(c2 x)c1g1(c1x) is strictly decreasing. Hence,
s2(x)s1(x) is also strictly decreasing by Lemma 4.2. The result for general
p now follows by induction.
Lemma 4.4. Let U=> pi=1 /
2
}i
and V=>qi=1 /
2
li
, where all the chi-
squared random variables are independent.
(i) If gU is the density of U, then gU (c1x)gU (c2 x) is strictly increas-
ing for 0<c1<c2 .
(ii) If gUV is the density of UV, then gUV (c1x)gUV (c2x) is strictly
increasing for 0<c1<c2 .
(iii) If gV is the density of V, p=q, and }ili , i=1, ..., p, then
gU (x)gV (x) is strictly increasing unless }i=li for all i=1, ..., p.
Proof. (i) Immediate consequence of Lemma 4.3.
(ii) Let gV&1( } ) be the density of V&1. Then gV&1(x)=x&2gV (x&1)
and hence, for 0<c1<c2 , gV&1 (c1x) gV&1 (c2x) = c&21 gV (c
&1
1 x
&1) c&22
gV (c&12 x
&1) is strictly increasing by part (i). The proof is completed using
Lemma 4.3 with Y1=U and Y2=V&1.
(iii) The result is contained in the proof of Lemma 2.2 in Sarkar
(1989). An alternative proof is as follows. Denote by g(x; n1 , ..., np) the
density of > pi=1 /
2
ni
, where /2ni are independent chi-squared random
variables. Then, gU (x)= g(x; }1 , ..., }p) and gV (x)= g(x; l1 , ..., lp). Using
Lemma 4.2 and part (i), it is easy to show that g(x; n1 , ..., ni&1 , n i ,
ni+1 , ..., np)g(x; n1 , ..., ni&1 , n$i , ni+1 , ..., np) is strictly increasing in x when
ni>n$i . Now, repeated application of this result yields that g(x; }1 , ..., }p)
g(x; l1 , ..., lp) is also strictly increasing in x unless }i=li for all i=1, ..., p.
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